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God Shiva's third eye is the eye of the
Supreme Soul and is renowned for
its transformative powers. The
eye of the Supreme Soul
embodies truth, wisdom, and
spiritual power and is able to see
the past, present, and future.
The opening of Shiva's third eye
indicates the time when all forms
of impurity are destroyed and a
world of peace, purity, and prosperity
is restored.
God Shiva is the ever-pure, transcendental ONE who cannot
be contained by space, time, subtle or physical forms. The
name Shiva has three meanings: “seed” the One who is
always incorporeal, “point” the One who is an immortal
image, and “benefactor” the One whose benevolence is
without limits.
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Feel in your heart, the spiritual gaze of Benefactor Shiva’s Eye

Benefactor Shiva looks through the perfect lens of pure love and
spiritual law and sees everything and everyone. With a vision of
pure, pristine spiritual light -- nothing is selected or rejected,
nothing is approved or disapproved, nothing is included or
excluded -- everything is seen as is. It embodies the absence of
discrimination, desire, and demarcation.

The Benefactor sees my true authentic self and accepts all that
I am, all that I have been, and all that I will become.
Benefactor Shiva sees with elevated and divine vision. A vision
that has the capacity to see with immense clarity the story of
each one’s life as they co-mingle in the web of human
relationships and interactions.

The Benefactor looks at the full cycle of the law of action and
knows that I am endowed with the freedom to choose.

Benefactor Shiva looks from the astral dimension, which is
beyond the physical plane of existence. His ability to see is
subtle and refined. It is a vision that cuts through illusions and
sees clearly the invisible interplay of thoughts, feelings, and
intentions with complete perception and accuracy.

The Benefactor connects to the soul and understands all my
feelings and intentions.
Benefactor Shiva's gaze is like a single beam of concentrated
energy. This energy is called shakti. Remembered as the gaze
with a thousand prisms, this shakti vision sees the invisible, the
incognito, and the inherent dynamics of soul and matter.

The Benefactor’s shakti embodies purifying properties,
through which I, the soul am cleansed.

Reflection

Looking into God Shiva’s Eye
awakens the inner gaze of souls
with divine insight.
Pure rays of Light
cleanse souls and matter
to reveal the radiant dignity
of all living beings.
This One sees into being
a golden world
and ignites sovereignty
in human hearts.
Within the sacred space of
the soul,
there is the feeling of
love at first sight.

Our eyes open onto
all of time…
the past, the present
and the future.
We find protection from doubts,
freedom from fears,
strength to forgive and
Light to blaze the trail
of victory.

